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About This Game

Welcome to “Joy Climb”!

A hard-shell chameleon and his friend Chuck-Chuck will finally knock your knees off.

Chamy is skilled at using his long tongue, catching at the isles, stretching it and climbing up.
Chuck-Chuck can sway from side to side using his mass.

Having a shell-warrior armor, he protects himself and his friend from the damage when dalling down.

Take all your courage and spirit to join our “Joy Climb” challenge.

You must move upwards.
Higher!

To the Top!!!

But more often you fill fall down.
Lower.

To the Bottom!

What we have:
One hard-shell chameleon.

One very cute chicken.
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One huge level.
Very hard climb.
Very easy fall.

Continuous stress.
Lots of fun and joy!!!
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joy of mountain climbing. tom pooks & joy kitikonti - climb. joy climb alberta. joy welling rock climbing. joy climb canada.
joyjam wall climbing car. joy climbers. fort joy can't climb vines. earth joy tree climb. joy welling climber. fort joy climb
vines. joy climb kananaskis. joy rainey hill climb. joy martin climbing. joy climb steam. mount joy climb. joy rock climb

Toki Tori 2+ is not at all the game I was expecting it to be. The original game was a series of self-contained puzzle levels that
were solved using a limited set of items. Toki Tori 2 is not that at all. Instead, the game drops you in the middle of a vast open
2D world and leaves you to figure everything out on your own. There are no instructions, tutorials, levels or items. The whole
world is open from the start and you just need to figure out how to get through it while collecting a series of, err... collectibles.
Unlike the previous game, Toki no longer uses items to solve puzzles. Instead, your abilities are limited to walking, singing and
stomping. That's it. Where the complexity (and genius) comes in is how you can combine those actions with the various
creatures that populate the world. For example, you can lure birds to pick you up with chirps, move bugs by stomping, and
much, much more. I won't say anything further on that, as half the fun is figuring out the rules of the game on your own. As
with the previous game, level\/puzzle design is utterly brilliant. So many times you will think there is no way to proceed past an
area, only to have the solution click a few minutes later (and you subsequently smack yourself upside the head because of how
simple it actually was). That is a sign of good design, and I admire it a lot. I can't really think of any puzzles that were totally
unfair, although there were a handful that were somewhat tedious. The singing mechanic is also a pretty neat new feature. In
addition to its standard functionality, you learn a series of songs that provide other abilities, such as time-rewind, warping
around the map, and more. And oh yeah, the characters are all really cute - especially Toki and the frogs (if you're into that sort
of thing as a selling point). It all comes together nicely in a really well-executed package. Overall, I liked this a lot better than
the first game, due to the open-ended exploration\/collection gameplay and the "complex simplicity" in the puzzle design. It's a
fun, laid-back game that should appeal to puzzle fans. A-. Well thought out and written visual novel. Aside from the sometimes
awkward animations, its a very well rounded story / game experience. The bits you get from the hints is an interesting take in
character development.. Aside from missing a few odds and ends this package already contains an impressive assortment of
tools for building many types of games. The space\/sci fi kit is huge, it also has things like map builders and "snes looking
sprite" character builders. My only complaints are that the game kits are not fully fleshed out, so you will not be able to get
100% of your resources from this.

With that said, just some amateur GIMP\/Photoshop skills and this package will keep you busy making custom game content. It
all fits togethers like legos. I literally just drag drop things into my layout editor. I really like it, and I'm excited that they will
add more.

Massive space set, great quality, lots of animations, ships, parts, backgrounds, etc all look great at 720p

Assortment of things that are not as expansive such as a map builder, rpg icons, some avatars.

The only downside is that things aren't fleshed out. Sprites have walk only animations and the ground builders do not match the
art style. Creating these things would take considerable work for an amateur. The space kits has more ships than necessary but
lacks some things like icons for common gui elements or space inventory. You still have to get your elbows dirty if you're
looking to complete a game.

If you're sick of being uninspired by using your own programmer art, I highly reccommend this. No worries about licensing, and
it's very flexible. At least I'm having fun.
. One of the most underrated music players/lightshow generators.
Excellent out of the box Steam Controller and VR support (rift). Steam should bundle this game with SC because it does such a
great job of showcasing how awesome touchpads and gyro can be.

Comes with a nice chill OST in OGG, check the videos for the music style. You can add your own music, m3u playlists, and can
be ran in pure vizualizer (non-combat) mode.

The campaign is fun, then moves into survival mode wiith increasing enemy spawns.

The game does a good job of teaching you how to play, and once you reach a certain level of skill it is very relaxing and zen.
You're just playing your part in a procedurally generated light and music show. Life, combat, death, it is all beautiful.

In VR this game runs smoothly and is wonderfully immersive, though it is limited by the VR headset's resolution and can look
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even better on a good display. Thankfully it is not 'look to aim'.

More than worth the price in its current state, even though ongoing development appears to have reduced to bugfixes. Creator
still shows up on forums.

Note: To get the audio output settings to respect my rift settings, I needed to use the launch option --vr_api=1. I hope there are
more info to how to play the game. I'm currently planting trees in my bed?! and I'm building floors to another island and these
black dudes suddenly appear behind me and kill me? Like its messed up, pretty laggy and needs a lot of work but I feel like
there's potential.. I had ton of fun playing it.

Recommended for any Shmup fan, even if the difficulty is not too high(specially if you are a veteran in the genre), it is very
enjoyable whit their colorful pixel art graphics and nice ost.

It has 6 levels each one themed differently , like: woods\/snow\/desert\/lava etc even on a beach
mechanics are simple, just shoot everything, the main gun has 3 levels and you can shoot rockets, that is basically all your
arsenal of weapons.

Combo\/points system works linking kills between each enemy and collecting the cogs enemies drop. Sorry, but I want my
money back. This game is a cuddly rabbit game, which is pretty nice in the first level. Getting to the second level you recognize
that you can't get through this without hating anyone who made it. I tried the same point nearly 20 times but jumping and
walking is a difficult thing at some points. if you press "jump" it can be that it works or you get an annoying sound or the rabbit
jumps after 5 seconds. This is pretty useless in a jump and run game.. Somewhat spooky story driven game that acts as a twist to
the classic story "Little Red Riding Hood" where you play as a collection of girls trying to get to grandma's house with one goal:
stay on the path and get there safely. If you do so you'll finish the game in a few minutes yet everything will keep pushing you to
stray from the path and go into the forest. The forest is where the fun stuff happens-- you'll truly feel connected to the
characters as well as the story accompanied by an eerie soundtrack, great story lines, and visually appealing game play. Creates a
great emotional link with the player.

Pros:
-Great storytelling
-Visually appealing
-Great stories
-real characters
-Fitting soundtrack

Cons:
-Gameplay is slow
-onetime play and go

7\/10. I really loved Firewatch so I was eager to try out a new walking simulator. Too bad I chose Drizzlepath: Genie. I've played
about half an hour before I really, really, really had enough of this pretentious, boring, annoying excuse for a game. The voice
acting is horrible, the random words that are supposed to form sentences are really just drizzle. You can't call this a story. The
scenery is mediocre at best. Do yourself a favor. Take a walk outside and safe the money. Wait until it slightly rains, take an
audiobook with poorly written poems and listen to them while walking and try to remember the pretentious thoughts about life and
the world you had when you were a teenager. It will be more rewarding then this...this...thing. Which is not a game. Or play
Firewatch instead. Which is gorgeous, beautiful, well written, great and perfect.
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It's just OK over all, it's got a ton to offer as a simulator, but it's got some serious flaws that make it very frustrating to play.

Good:
- It's a hockey league simulator
- Very very in-depth, you can configure just about everything
- Fun if you don't try to do too much
- Challenge mode is compelling

Bad:
- If you pick GM only, your coach will burn your starting goalie out.. doesn't ever start your backup
- Scouting is a nightmare, no way to filter out players based on stats, only stars/age
- Scouting is REALLY a nightmare, In the draft, there's no way to see any scout rankings without clicking each and every
player. If you sort by a certain stat and then click a player, when you go back to the sorted list, it won't be sorted.
- Trading is silly, the only way your offer will be accepted is if your assistant says "it's likely they will accept this deal".. so you
just have to keep adding players until he/she says that. The CPU will never accept otherwise. The only way to get around this is
to shop a player and hope the CPU offers you a better deal. Yet if you click negotiate afterwards and offer the same exact deal
back the CPU will say it's not enough.. just stupid.
- Roster updates are not available fast enough
- No player editor to compensate for lack of roster updates
- Modders don't always publish their packs to the Steam workshop, you have to go to the forums and manually install a lot.

In the end, even though Eastcoast Hockey League Manager is 3+ years old, it's still better in nearly every way.. What the other
review says. There's an angle between where your cursor rests and the direction the character shoots, and it's not a small one
either - it's like 120\u00b0. The hit boxes are all messed up, to the extent that you can't even move along the floor fluidly, and
the aliens have trouble attacking you because of hitbox repulsion. I shot some aliens and the was able to easily step outside the
level and drift across empty space.
Then I had to farm for 4 minutes to leave this review.. This game wasn't terrible, but not worth the $7.49 I've paid for it. I
experienced many glitches from audio cutting out, corrupted saves, and falling through the floor. None of it was game breaking,
but it was annoying. The scares aren't for anyone over 16 and the plot is okay. I am honestly willing to play again for a diffrent
ending, but only cause i already put money into it. I'd give it a 6/10. Above average horror games, but not by much.. Big Action
Mega Fight is a game I purchased on a whim and was very happy that I did. It's a very fun, quirky beat-em-up game that takes
notes from the classics of the genre, and most importantly one of the best games of it's type I've seen on Steam. The game looks
beautiful, and could easily pass for TV quality animation. There's a good variety of moves which makes gameplay fresh and not
repetitive. Each enemy type keeps the game exciting by introducing a new strategy you'll need to overcome.

If you've played OK KO! for mobile, which is by the same developer, you will notice the similarities immediately. However, I
feel like they improved greatly upon the formula from that game by adding a lot more moves, powerups, and upgrades. All in
all, Big Action Mega Fight is an awesome, quality game for a very affordable price. You have no excuse NOT to try it! :). The
other day my friend and I were kicking little kids sand castles at the beach and making them cry. And I said 'I really wish there
was a co-op game with triangles, squares, circles that shot triangles, worms that shot homing triangles, squares that roamed
randomly, and ninja star shaped figures that liked you but didn't liked to be shot at and had acid like colors with a sweet high
energy trance soundtrack. We're Only mean to children because we are deprived of such a game."

I am no longer licking childrens tears. 10\/10. This map is very good for gaining lots of strong gear, but you need to be strong
first to survive it. Tinkerer's Lab gives you special weapons for a couple of classes, and Lab Assault nets you a bundle of a few
higher & lower class items. Plus, it's a six-person map, which is a bonus if you have a larger-than-four friend group who all want
to play.
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